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assaults of the barbarians from without or the threat from
within—the menace of those barbarian soldiers who were in
the Empire's service. It was indeed a task which demanded
the highest courage and an unfaltering resolution. 'If ever
there were supermen in history, they are to be found in the
Roman emperors of the fourth century/ And this duty and
the realization that Constantinople was the ark which
sheltered the legacy of human achievement remained con-
stant throughout the centuries. The forms of the defence
might change, but the essential task did not alter. When in
the seventh century Egypt, Palestine, and Syria were lost,
the system of imperial defence had perforce to be reorganized,
but that reorganization was designed to effect the same
traditional purpose. It is this unchanging function of the
later Empire which, for some students at least, shapes the
impressive continuity of the history of the East Roman
State. Leo III is undertaking the same task in the eighth
century as Heraclius had faced in the seventh, as Justinian
had sought to perform in the sixth. It is this continuity of
function which links together by a single chain the emperors
of Rome in a succession which leads back to Constantine the
Great and Diocletian.
Professor Toynbee regards the reassertion of absolutism
and the centralization of government under Leo III as a
fatal error. But it is not easy to see what alternative course
was possible. In the West the Arabs overthrew imperial rule
in Africa and invaded Europe. What could have stayed the
far more formidable attack upon the Byzantine capital if
Leo III had not thrown into the scale the concentrated force
of the Empire and thus repelled the assault? Could the
Empire have survived? The ruler was but shouldering his
historic burden.
And even if the continuity of the history of the East
Roman State be questioned, the continuity of Byzantine
culture it is impossible to challenge. Within the Empire
the culture of the Hellenistic world which had arisen in
the kingdoms of the successors of Alexander the Great
lives on and moulds the achievement of East Rome. For
the Byzantines are Christian Alexandrians. In art they
still follow Hellenistic models; they inherit the rhetorical

